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Iconic, groundbreaking interviews of Alfred Hitchcock by film critic FranÃ§ois Truffautâ€”providing

insight into the cinematic method, the history of film, and one of the greatest directors of all time.In

Hitchcock, film critic FranÃ§ois Truffaut presents fifty hours of interviews with Alfred Hitchcock about

the whole of his vast directorial career, from his silent movies in Great Britain to his color films in

Hollywood. The result is a portrait of one of the greatest directors the world has ever known, an

all-round specialist who masterminded everything, from the screenplay and the photography to the

editing and the soundtrack. Hitchcock discusses the inspiration behind his films and the art of

creating fear and suspense, as well as giving strikingly honest assessments of his achievements

and failures, his doubts and hopes. This peek into the brain of one of cinemaâ€™s greats is a

must-read for all film aficionados.
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This is an important document in film history and scholarship and a fun, interesting read. Two great

artists discuss film in general and Hitchcock's work in particular. The interview provides some

interesting background facts about some of the films, revealing analyses, and some clues to the

ideas and goals Hitchcock had when making his pictures. I would offer one caveat: after reading this

book through several times, I confess that occasionally I suspect the veracity of a few of Hitchcock's

remarks. Sometimes Hitchcock appears too agreeable to Truffaut's observations, endorsing

statements that contradict what he's stated or suggested elsewhere. I don't mean to suggest that

Hitchcock lied or behaved maliciously; I don't even mean this as criticism. I believe simply that in



details that were of small importance to him, Hitchcock didn't bother to dissent, leaving Truffaut to

believe as he liked. Also, they both occasionally get their facts wrong when talking about an older

film, a mere failure of memory. It's helpful knowing these things going in; otherwise, no harm

done-it's still a great book, one that should be read by every Hitchcock fan and anyone who's

wanted to know a little bit more about any of his films.

First off, I have four bookshelves from the floor to the ceiling covered with books about Alfred

Hitchcock so I know it when I say it... this is the best book you'll ever read about Alfred Hitchcock

and his movies. Notice I say his movies because the Grams and Wikstrom book is the book you

need to read if you want to explore Hitchcock's television work. For the most part, this publication is

one long lengthy interview and is approached from a director's stand-point. Truffaut explores every

aspect and Hitchcok took the time to explore and explain why he did what he did in his films, from

his cameo appearances to the trick shots. You'll learn what movies Hitchcock admitted he wanted to

do and couldn't resolve the problems (like Phone Booth). This book comes highly recommended.

this book conveys two fundamental aspects of art: respect and friendship. it is clear from the

opening introductory essay that truffaut genuinely loved, respected, and cared for the works of

hitchcock, moreover, for the person behind the art. and in their discussions, it is all the more clear

that genuine friendship and admiration occurred between the two. truffaut's questions are informed

and probing, but above all, his enthusiasm for the films echo throughout. he carefully balances

formal questions with his account of his own first impressions. hitchcock is lively, never

condescending, with an air of immense pride for his works.reading this book is like sitting in on a

great conversation between two passionate people. it's a hard book to put down as every page is

replete with great film stills and engaging discussions. truffaut covers the entire hitchcock oeuvre.

for this, we should be grateful as he reminds us of the many number of works that are still widely

unavailable and unseen.the book opens with a sort of a manifesto by truffaut as to what great

cinema should be. the discussions that follow fall along the paths that truffaut lays down: what is

suspense, the role of arbitrary fate, the unreality of the cinematic image, and how to tell a good

story. it ends with a thoughtful tribute, of truffaut's reminiscences of his last encounters with

hitchcock. it's a moving portrait of the last years of a genius.this book includes a helpful

"bibliography" (cinemaography?) of every hitchcock movie.a truely invaluable book for any

cinemaphile.



This is THE book for anyone who's seen the Master of Suspense's classics, and want to know more

about them. Truffuat, a great director in his own right, is one of the best interviewers I have ever

read. His own knowledge of film and its techniques lend him particular insight into what makes Hitch

tick. Perhaps best of all, you learn which of his movies Sir Alfred liked; which he didn't; and even

projects or sequences he always wished to do, but never could. The only problem is that if you have

not seen a movie they are discussing, they explain the plot, with the ending, so watch out for

spoilers. Still, Hitchcock didn't give many interviews and this one isn't to be missed

Alfred Hitchcock rarely granted interviews. He did so only when it was required for publicity for his

TV series and his movies. But in the late 1960s, French director Francois Truffaut interviewed

Hitchcock at length (something like 2 or 3 hours a day for five days straight) and from a

director-to-director standpoint, the book covers each and every one of Hitchcock's movies and

"in-his-own-words" format. So Hitchcock is constantly commenting about his films. Truffaut

thankfully, lets Hitchcock do much of the talking. There is no other book like this one and of the

three must-have books on Alfred Hitchcock, this is on the top of the list.Examples: When Truffaut

asked Hitchcock why he appears at the close of the opening credits of NORTH BY NORTHWEST,

the director commented that his in-joke of appearing in "almost" every movie distracted audiences

spending time looking for him, shortly after the success of the TV show, hence the reason why the

director made his on-screen appearances in the beginning of each of his movies after 1956, and not

in the middle or end. Remember the scene in which Eva Marie Saint pulls a gun out and shoots

Cary Grant towards the end of the picture? Hitchcock commented that a blooper is in that scene. A

young boy in the background puts his fingers in his ears BEFORE she pulls the gun out of the

purse. When Truffaut commented that Hitchcock won his only Oscar for Rebecca, which won the

Academy Award for best picture of the year, Hitch corrected him saying he did not. He wold have

had he won best director. The best picture Oscar went to Selznick, the producer.There is no other

book like this. It's filled with page after page of info.(The other two must-reads are the Donald

Spoto's "Art of Alfred Hitchcock" book and Wikstrom's "The Alfred Hitchcock Presents Companion".

Together with these two and this book, you have the essential library and all-you-really-need

references for all things Hitchcock.)
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